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Abstract. The problem is concerned with designing of wide area computer
networks. This problem is very important from practical point of view because
the network, when designed efficiently, can and does become the lifeblood of a
business organization. The problem consists in selection of the non-
simultaneous single commodity flow routes, channel capacities and the wide
area network topology in order to maximize the value of the min-max flow
subject to the budget constraint. The problem is NP-complete. Then, the branch
and bound method is used to construct the exact algorithm. Several properties
of the problem are formulated and proved. Computational results are reported.

1   Introduction

Data transmission in a wide area network (WAN) environment involves the design of
a communication network. Several different formulations of the design problem can
be found in the literature; generally, they correspond to different choices of criterion,
of design variables and of constraints [1], [2], [3]. Usually delay, cost, throughput and
network reliability are applied as criteria. For the purpose of this paper the throughput
of the WAN represented by non-simultaneous single commodity flow requirements is
selected as criterion. The design variables are following: topology, channel capacities
and routing (i.e. flows). The techniques used for the solution of topological design
problem depend on the nature of cost-capacity functions. The problem is considered
for linear, concave and discrete cost-capacity functions [3]. Since the channel
capacities can be chosen from discrete sequence defined by ITU-T (International
Telecommunications Union – Telecommunications Sector) recommendations, then
only discrete cost-capacity function is important from practical point of view.

Consider the network and maximal flows between each pair of its nodes. Of all the
maximal flows in the network the one the value of which is minimal is called the min-
max flow. The non-simultaneous single commodity flow requirements are understood
here as the value of the min-max flow in the network.

In the paper, we consider the new problem which is concerned with selection of the
capacities of channels and their geographical layout (i.e. network topology) so as to
satisfy the investment budget constraint and maximize the min-max flow value. The
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budget constraint limits the number of channels that may be included in the optimal
network topology as well as the values of capacities of these channels chosen from
the set of discrete values of capacities defined by ITU-T recommendations. The
discrete cost-capacity function is considered. Also we assume that there are only half-
duplex channels in the WAN. The considered problem can be formulated as follows.

Given: node location, possible channels locations, channel capacity options
and costs, budget of the WAN

Maximize: value of min-max flow
over: topology, channel capacities, routing (i.e. min-max flow)
subject to: flow constraints, channel capacity constraints, budget constraint.

First, several cases of the network synthesis problem with non-simultaneous single
commodity flow requirements were studied by Gomory and Hu [2], [4]. They study
minimum cost network design problems with the linear cost-capacity function and
without budget constraint. The formulation of the considered problem differs from the
formulation of Gomory and Hu problem because: we assume the discrete costs-
capacity function (Gomory and Hu assume only linear cost-capacity function), we
take into account the budget constraint (Gomory and Hu problem is solved without
the budget constraint) and we use other optimization criterion (value of min-max
flow) than criteria used in [2], [4]. The main difference between the problem [2], [4]
and the problem considered here is such that the problem [2], [4] belongs to the class
of continuous problems and our problem belongs to the class of discrete problems.
The formulation of the problem considered here is similar to formulations of
topological design problems of WAN presented for example in the papers [1], [3].

2   Problem Formulation

Let p’ be the number of channels which must be installed in the WAN and let m be the
number of possible channels which may be used to build the WAN. The capacity of

the i-th channel which must be installed is denoted by ic0 . For each potential i-th

channel there is the set ( ){ }i
ir

iii cccZC 121 ,...,, −=  of alternative capacities from among

which exactly one must be chosen if the i-th channel was chosen to build the network.

Let i
kd  be the cost of leasing capacity i

kc . Let the network dcGS ,;=  be the

model of the WAN. The network S is defined by a undirected multigraph LNG ,= ,

by a capacity function c and by a discrete cost function d; L denotes the set of arcs.
N={1,..., n} - the set of nodes; N corresponds to the set of nodes of the WAN,
A={wm+1,..., wp} - the set of fixed undirected arcs; each arc from this set

corresponds to the channel which must be installed in the WAN; p=p’+m.

( ){ }i
ir

ii wwW 11,..., −=  - the set of alternative undirected arcs; at most one arc from

this set may be used to construct the network S. This set corresponds to the i-th

channel which may be used to build the WAN. The number of all iW  is equal to m.
The functions c and d are defined as follows:
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( ) i
j

i
j cwc =  and ( ) i

j
i
j dwd =   for every  ii

j Ww ∈ ,  i=1,..., m,

( ) ii cwc 0=  and ( ) 0=iwd   for every wi∈A,

where ( )i
jwc  and ( )i

jwd  are the capacity and the cost of the arc i
jw , respectively.

All arcs from the set iW  connect the same pair of nodes. Each arc i
jw  corresponds

to capacity i
jc  from the set ZCi. If the arc i

jw  is chosen to construct the network S,

then it means that the i-th channel with capacity i
jc  is used to build the WAN.

Let’s call the arcs ( )
i

irw  for i=1,..., m the empty arcs; then ( )( ) 0=i
irwc  and

( )( ) 0=i
irwd . Then the set ( ){ }i

ir
ii wWW ∪=  is the set of alternative arcs from among

which exactly one arc must be used to construct the network S. If the arc ( )
i

irw  is

chosen then the i-th channel is not used to build the WAN. Let the set W be the sum
of all sets Wi. Thus, L=W∪A. Let Xr⊂W be the set of arcs such that Xr includes

exactly one arc from each set Wi. Xr is called a selection. Let R be the set of all such

selections. Each selection Xr generates the undirected graph rr XANG ∪= ,  and

the associated network dcGS rr ,;= . Therefore, the network Sr defines unique

WAN because the selection Xr determines simultaneously potential channels which

are used to build the WAN and the values of capacities for these channels.
Let ( )jivr ,  be the maximal flow value from source i to sink j in the network Sr.

( )jivr ,  is obtained solving the capacited maximal flow problem [2]. To find the

maximal flows between all pairs of nodes of the network the Gomory and Hu
algorithm [2] may be applied. It is easy to see that the flow between each pair of
nodes in the network Sr corresponds to the packets flow in the WAN which topology

and channel capacities are given by Xr.

Let V(Xr) be the value of min-max flow in the network Sr, then

( ) ( )jivXV r
Nji

r , min
, ∈

= . (1)

Let DB be the budget of the WAN and let d(Xr) be the building cost of Sr. Then,

the considered topological design problem can be formulated as follows.

( )r
X

XV
r

 max (2)

subject to

Xr∈R (3)

( ) ( ) DBwdXd
rXw

r ≤= ∑
∈

. (4)
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3   Calculation Scheme

Assuming that r(i)=2 and ( ) 11 =iwc  for i=1,..., m, A=∅, the problem (2-4) is resolved

itself into the "two-connectivity" problem. Since the two-connectivity problem is NP-
complete [5] then the problem (2-4) is also NP-complete as more general. Then, the
branch and bound method can be used to construct the exact algorithm for solving the
considered problem. The detailed description of the calculation scheme of the branch
and bound method may be found in the literature.

Starting with the initial selection X1∈R we generate a sequence of selections. The

arc w∈W is called normal if w∈X1. The arc which does not belong to X1 is called

reverse. A replacement of any arc by other arc from Wi is called complementing.
The generation of a new selection involves the choice of a certain normal arc from

Xr for complementing; it is called the branching rules. For each selection Xr we

perform a testing operation (i.e. upper bound) to check the possibility of the
generation of Xs with the greater value of min-max flow than already found.

If the new selection Xs is generated from Xr by complementing the normal arc by

the reverse arc, then we constantly fix this reverse arc. It means that this reverse arc
cannot be complemented by any other in every possible successor of Xs. So, for each

selection Xr we constantly fix a set rr XF ⊂ . The arcs which do not belong to Fr are

called free in Xr. If we want backtrack from X1 then the algorithm terminates.

4   Testing Operation

The basic task of this operation is the computation of upper bound UBr of value of

min-max flow for every possible successor generated from Xr. Let rC  be the upper

bound of the sum of capacities of all arcs in Sr and in all its successors − it may be
calculated using the algorithm similar to one presented in [3].

For each network Ss we have ( ) ( )Nxcyxv ss ,, ≤  for every yxNyx ≠∈  ,, , where

( )Nxcs ,  is the sum of capacities of all arcs connected to node x in Ss. Summing over

all nodes yxNyx ≠∈  ,, , we obtain

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑ ∑ ∑
= = =

≠

−=−≤=
n

x

n

y

n

x
ssss

xy

NNcnNxcnyxvNNv
1 1 1

,1,1,, (5)

where ( )NNcs ,  is double sum of capacities of all arcs in Ss. Since ( ) ( )yxvXV ss ,≤
for every yxNyx ≠∈  ,, , then after summing over all nodes x, y we obtain

( ) ( ) ( )NNvXVnn ss ,1 ≤− . (6)
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It follows from (5) and (6) that ( ) ( ) nNNcXV ss /,≤ . Since rC  is the upper bound

of sum of all arc capacities in Sr and its successor Ss then ( ) rs CNNc 2, ≤ . Then the

value of min-max flow ( )sXV  in every successor Xs of the Xr is bounded and

( ) nCXV rs /2≤ . (7)

Then the right hand side of the inequality (7) is the upper bound of min-max flow
value in every successor of Xr. The following corollary follows from (6) and (7).

Corollary 1. Let Xs be the successor of Xr∈R. The value ( )sXV  is maximal iff the

maximal flows between every pair of nodes in Ss are equal to nCr /2 .

Let ( )yxvu
r ,  be the maximal flow in the network dcGS u

r
u
r ,;= , where

r
u
r FANG ∪= , . The network u

rS  contains only arcs from the sets A and Fr which

are not changed in every successor of Sr. Then, for the maximal flows ( )yxvs ,  in

every successor Ss of the network Sr the following condition is satisfied

( ) ( ) yxNyxyxvyxv u
rs ≠∈≥  ,,every for   ,, . (8)

Let us assume that there is ( )lkvu
r ,  such that ( ) nClkv r

u
r /2, >  in Sr. It follows

from the above assumption and from (8) that for each successor Ss of the network Sr

the condition ( ) ( ) nCklvlkv rss /2,, >=  is satisfied.

Then, it follows from the corollary 1 that there also exist maximal flows less than
nCr /2  in the network Ss. In such case, the value ( )sXV  may be bounded using

condition (6) only for Nyx ∈, such that yx ≠ and (x,y)≠(k,l). Then, taking into

account the conditions (5), (8) and that ( ) rs CNNc 2, ≤  we obtain

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) 21

,,12

−−
+−−≤

nn

klvlkvCn
XV

u
r

u
rr

s . (9)

Next, if there exists ( )bavu
r , , (a,b)≠(k,l) greater than the right hand side of (9) then

the above procedure should be done again. Based on (9) the following algorithm for
calculation the upper bound UBr may be formulated.

Step 1. Compute rC . Let ( ){ }yxNyxyxB ≠∈= ,,:, , nCe r /2= , a=0 and b=0.

Calculate all ( )yxvu
r ,  in u

rS .

Step 2. If there are the pairs (x,y) such that ( ) eyxvu
r >,  in the set B then perform

( )yxvaa u
r ,+= , 1+= bb , ( ){ }yxBB ,−=  for each pair (x,y) and go to step 3.

Otherwise go to step 4.

Step 3. Calculate ))1(/())1(2( bnnaCne r −−−−=  and go to step 2.

Step 4. Perform eUBr =  and stop.
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5   Branching Rules

The purpose of branching rules is to find the normal arc from Xr for complementing

and generating a successor of Xr with the possibly greatest value of the min-max flow.

The arc yxwi
j ,=  is adjacent to the cut ( )XX ,  in the network Sr if there exists

Xx ∈  and Xy ∈ . The minimum capacity cut which is connected with the min-max

flow is called the min-max cut. It follows from the max-flow − min-cut theorem [2]
that if we want increase the maximal flow in the network then the minimum capacity
cut must increase. Then, it is easy to observe that the following corollary is true.

Corollary 2. Let Xr∈R. If there exists a network Ss (successor of Sr) such that

( ) ( )rs XVXV >  then the selection Xs contains at least one reverse arc r
i
j XWw −∈

of the normal arc r
i
k Xw ∈  adjacent to the min-max cut in Sr.

Let rrr FXE −=  be the set of all normal arcs which may be complemented by

reverse arcs in Xr, and let Mr be the set of all reverse arcs of normal arcs from the set

Er which are adjacent to min-max cut in Sr. Also let B be the subset of the set N, and

let z(x,B) be the number of node a such that a∈B and ( ) ( )bxvaxv r
Bb

r ,min,
∈

= .

Theorem 1. Let Xr∈R and let ( )ZZ ,  be the min-max cut in Sr. If Ss is obtained

from Sr by complementing the normal arc i
kw  by the reverse arc r

i
j Myxw ∈= ,

then ( ) ( ) ir
kjrs XVXV ∆+≥ , where ( ) ( )( )2,1, ,,min ir

kj
i
k

i
j

ir
kj

ir
kj wcwc ∆−∆=∆ ,

( )( ) ( )rr
ir
kj XVxZxzv −=∆ ,,1,  and ( )( ) ( )rr

ir
kj XVyZyzv −=∆ ,,2, .

Proof. Let e∈Z, t∈ Z  and let ( )QQ,  be the minimal capacity cut separating nodes

x and e in Sr (Fig. 1). Then ( ) ( )rr XVtev =, . After complementing i
kw  by i

jw  we can

located "additional flow" ( )tevr ,∆  from e to t on paths from e to t which contain the

arc i
jw  because it is the one way to increase the maximal flow ( )tevs ,  in Ss. Then,

after complementing the value ( ) ( )tevtev rs ,, −  will be greater or equal to minimum

of the three values: the value of additional flow from e to x, the difference between

capacities of arcs i
jw  and i

kw  and the value of additional flow from y to t. Thus,

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )tyvwcwcxevtevtev r
i
k

i
jrrs ,,,,min,, ∆−∆≥− . (10)

Assume that QZ ⊂ . Otherwise we obtain the same results. Let QZU ∩=  and

QZD ∩=  (Fig. 1). It is easy to observe that ( ) ( ) ( )ZDcZUcZZc ,,, += . The

additional flow from the node e to the node x is ( ) ( ) ( )ZUcDUcxevr ,,, −=∆ .

Because ( ) ( )QQZU ,, ⊂  and ( ) ( )QQZD ,, ⊄  then ( ) ( )ZDcZUc ,, ≤ . Hence,
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( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) =−++−+=∆ ZUcZDcZDcZUcZUcDUcxevr ,,,,,,,

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tevxevZUcZDctevxev rrrr ,,,,,, −≥−+−= .
(11)

x e  y 

t U 

 Z 

Q 

D 

Q 

Z

Fig. 1. The location of nodes and sets in the set of all nodes N

Taking into account that ( ) ( )rr XVtev =,  we obtain ( ) ( ) ( )rrr XVxevxev −≥∆ ,, .

The minimum value of the right hand side of the last inequality is for e=z(x,Z), then

( ) ( )( ) ( ) 1,,,, ir
kjrrr XVxZxzvxev ∆=−≥∆ . (12)

Analogically we obtain that

( ) ( )( ) ( ) 2,,,, ir
kjrrr XVyZyzvtyv ∆=−≥∆ . (13)

Substituting (12) and (13) into (10) and taking into account that ( ) ( )rr XVtev =,

we obtain that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )2,1, ,,min, ir
kj

i
k

i
j

ir
kjrs wcwcXVtev ∆−∆≥− . Then

( ) ( ) ir
kjrs XVtev ∆+≥, . (14)

To find the upper bound of V(Xs) we should bounded the value of maximal flow

between any pair of nodes a and b in Ss. There are three possible cases:

A. ZbZa ∈∈  , . We obtain, using (14) that ( ) ( ) ir
kjrs XVbav ∆+≥, ,

B. Zba ∈, . Taking into account the triangle inequality [2] we obtain

( ) ( ) ( )( )tbvtavbav sss ,,,min, ≥ . Since values ( )tavs ,  and ( )tbvs ,  are greater than

right hand side of (14) then ( ) ( ) ir
kjrs XVbav ∆+≥, ,

C. Zba ∈, . Analogically to case B: ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ir
kjrsss XVbevaevbav ∆+≥≥ ,,,min, .

By definition the value of min-max flow is not greater than the value of the

maximal flow between each pair of nodes, then ( ) ( ) ir
kjrs XVXV ∆+≥ .       

The choice criterion for complementing is as follows: ( ) r
ir
kjr

ir
kj UBXV −∆+=δ .
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6   Approximate Algorithm

The exact algorithm involves to find the initial selection X1 such that X1∈R and for

which the condition (4) is satisfied. Moreover, the initial selection X1 should be the

near-optimal solution of the problem (2-4). To find the feasible initial selection X1 as

above the following approximate algorithm is proposed.

Step 1. Assign maximum available capacities arcs to X1 i.e. perform i=1 and
( ) { }mi wwwX 1

2
1

1
11 ,...,,= .

Step 2. Compute ( )( )iXV 1 . If ( )( ) DBXd i ≤1  then the feasible initial selection is

found. Perform ( )iXX 11 =  and the algorithm terminates. Otherwise go to step 3.

Step 3. Choose the arcs ( )il
k Xyxw 1, ∈=  and ( )ill

k XWw 11 −∈+  for which the

value ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )il
k

l
ki XVwcwcyxv 11, −+− +  is maximal; ( )yxvi ,  denotes the maximal

flow from the node x to the node y in ( ) ( ) dcGS ii ,;11 =  where ( ) ( )ii XANG 11 , ∪= .

Perform i=i+1 and ( ) ( ) { }( ) { }l
k

l
k

ii wwXX 1
1

11 +
− ∪−= . Go to step 2.

Using the presented approximate algorithm we obtain the approximate (near
optimal) solutions in a short computation time and using the presented exact
algorithm we obtain the optimal solutions in a long computation time.

7   Computational Results

Extensive numerical experiments were performed with presented algorithms for many
different network topologies. The experiments were conducted with two main
purposes in mind: first, to examine the impact of various parameters on solutions (i.e.
min-max flow) and second, to test the computational efficiency of the algorithms.

The typical dependence of optimal min-max flow value on budget is presented in
the Fig. 2. It follows from results obtained for many considered networks that the
optimal min-max flow value in terms of budget is the function belonging to following
class:








≤<
≤≤+⋅

<≤
=

max2max

21

1

for 

for 

0for 0

DBDBDV

DDBDbDBa

DDB

V (15)

where a, b, D1 and D2 are constant coefficients, maxV  and maxDB  are maximal

feasible min-max flow value and maximal budget in the network respectively.
It is easy to see that abD /1 −=  and ( ) abVD /max2 −= . Then, to find the function

(15) for some network it is enough to known only the values of a and b. To compute a
and b the identification problem must be solved e.g. using the Last Squares Method.
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Fig. 2. The dependence of optimal min-max flow value V on budget DB

The quality of the approximate algorithm was examined. Let the distance between
approximate and optimal solutions be denoted by ( )( ) %100/1 ⋅−= VVXVk . The

value k shows how the results obtained using the approximate algorithm are worse
than the optimal solutions. Let

[ ] [ ]
%100

solutions all ofnumber 

for which  solutions ofnumber 
, ⋅∈= a,bk
baK

denotes number of solutions obtained from approximate algorithm (in percentage)
which are greater than optimal solutions more than a% and less than b%. In the Fig. 3
the distance [0%] means that the approximate solutions obtained from the
approximate algorithm are equal to the optimal solutions obtained from the exact
algorithm, i. e. for such solutions the distance 0=k .

Fig. 3. The distance between the approximate and optimal solutions

Moreover, the numerical experiments have demonstrated that there exists
dependence between numbers of iterations P of the exact algorithm and the
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normalized budget ( ) %100/ max ⋅= DBDBNDB  which was introduced to compare

the results obtained for different network topologies. It follows from numerical
experiments ( Fig. 4) that the exact algorithm is especially effective from computation
point of view for NDB∈[0,20]∪[40,100].

Fig. 4. The dependence of number of iteration P on normalized budget NDB

8   Conclusion

In the paper the exact and approximate algorithms are presented. It follows from
computational experiments that about 60% approximate solutions are equal to optimal
solutions (Fig. 3). We are of the opinion that the very good performance of the
approximate algorithm obviates, in most practical cases, the application of the exact
algorithm, that is for more time-consuming. Moreover, the proposed algorithms may
be also applied for solving the network design problem maximizing the number of
different routes between each pair of nodes subject to budget constraint. In this case,
each set Wi contains only the empty arc and the arc the capacity of which is equal to
one.
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